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Congress Remains Divided on Bailout
New York Times - United States
Many Republicans also are pessimistic that a federal bailout would save Detroit. “The fact is they’re in
trouble for reasons that relate to their own ...
See all stories on this topic

Not much sympathy here for Detroit
Los Angeles Times - CA,USA
Will climate-change regulations and "smart growth" efforts push more people out of cars and into mass
transit? I tend to think that market forces will do a ...
See all stories on this topic

Why GM must be saved
Arkansas Times - Little Rock,AR,USA
People started buying Toyotas and Hondas instead of the gas-guzzling behemoths made by Detroit
because GM’s assembly workers got fully paid health insurance ...
See all stories on this topic

What's to Be Done about the Auto Industry?
Monthly Review - Herndon,VA,USA
Rebellions of black workers in Detroit and Appalachian workers in Lordstown and Cincinnati in the
1960s could not break the union's partnership with ...
See all stories on this topic

Morning meeting: Bus fares, Mercer Mess and hunger; plus reader ...
Seattle Post Intelligencer - USA
Even during a tough economic environment, it's important to protect (better, enhance) mass transit. We
don't like fare increases but see them as necessary. ...
See all stories on this topic

Begging for Bailout Cash, US Cities Told to Go Fish: Joe Mysak
Bloomberg - USA
Others want the money to help pay for employees and mass transit, among other things. Whether
you're a municipal bond investor or simply a taxpayer, ...
See all stories on this topic
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Transit Expansions, Cuts, and Art
By thetransportpolitic
Currently served by the Detroit Department of Transportation’s network of buses and the SMART
suburban network, planners are currently considering building a streetcar or light rail line through the
city’s core, on Woodward Avenue. ...
the transport politic - http://thetransportpolitic.wordpress.com/

Hillary & Detroit, Suck It Up & Live With It
By Stephen C. Rose(Stephen C. Rose)
Detroit's wreck of mass transit, the oil wars of the past few decades, the death of Johnny Carson's son
and James Dean and uncounted thousands each year, the endowment of anyone who could get one
with a mega-weapon, more armor than ever ...
Stephen C. Rose - http://stephencrosehome.blogspot.com/

Dinosaurs in Detroit
By Emily(Emily)
As big an advocate as I am for biking and public transit, I recognize that cars and trucks have become
an integral and important part of our world. There is a way to build them to have less negative impact on
the climate, and to design ...
The Lost Albatross - http://thelostalbatross.blogspot.com/

Time to Shake Up Detroit
By carol white
But in the hundred years or so since gentlemen and later ladies turned the ignition key to start their
engines to see the USA and come to love their car in the process, the need to rebuild our lost mass
transit systems becomes a new ...
ePluribus Media - http://discuss.epluribusmedia.net/

Tuesday: Weathering the Storm
By Christal Phillips
There are still thousands of families in inner-city Detroit who endure each Michigan winter without a car
or any mode of transportation because mass transit in Detroit sucks. NO ONE in the “automobile
capital” should have to go through ...
Christal Phillips - http://christalphillips.wordpress.com/
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